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In My Head
Decedy

Intro: 

D#
D# G# Cm Bb x2 

Verse:

D#               A#                        G#
My whole life is just stuck up chicks

                                      A#
add work, school, and politics

D#                   A#                      G#
My car broke down on the interstate

                                                      A#
I tried to succeed but I was just too late 

D#                     A#                          G#
I tried to play guitar but I broke a string

                                                 A#
Attempted poetry it wasn t my thing

D#                         A#                           G# 
On my way to the top so get out of my way 

G# (hold)                                      A#      
Ive been told got nothing left to loose

Chorus:

D#                         G#                 Cm            Bb   
My feet are in the water and the life savers off

D#                                G#                        Cm              Bb
I m treading down a road with endless paths I can walk

D#                         G#             Cm             Bb
Remember all the best and forget all the rest 

D#                              G#
And Ill just keep this song on repeat

C   G#   D#



In My Head

C  G#  D

Verse:
I see my friend began to age
The burning countdown to their stride
Say my life has no direction
No purpose to abide 
I ll sit for six hour in a tiny ass car
To play for some people in a underground bar
So hand me my guitar 

G# (hold)                                      A#      
Ive been told got nothing left to loose

Chorus:

D#                         G#                 Cm            Bb   
My feet are in the water and the life savers off

D#                                G#                        Cm              Bb
I m treading down a road with endless paths I can walk

D#                         G#             Cm             Bb
Remember all the best and forget all the rest 

D#                              G#
And Ill just keep this song on repeat

C   G#   D#
In My Head

C  G#  D

Break:
 
D# G# Cm Bb x2

Bridge riff
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..............x2

D# A# G# x2

Chorus x2 Double time


